Adrian, Michigan
Quick Facts
Human Population: 22,000
Street Tree Population:
6,500
Most Common Street Trees:
Maples—silver and sugar
(64%)
UF Staff FTEs: 2 (plus other
park maintenance staff when
needed)
UF Budget: $290,000
Hazards Awareness Program) training certifications, and they give you
a blank look, then you know there’s
still work to be done. Finally, we need
to continue to educate the public
and elected officials on the value of
urban forests, both economic and
aesthetic; we can promote urban forests as the only infrastructure that
appreciates in value.

What aspects of your program
and relationship with other
departments are you especially
proud of?
RG: There are so many things that
make me feel proud. Our small but
quality tree crew has achieved line
clearance trained status and trims
between 600 and 700 trees annually in addition to doing removals.
Adrian has received the Tree City
USA designation for 30 years, the
Growth Award for six years, and
we recently closed out two treeplanting grants (Consumers Energy
Tree Planting and an Emerald Ash
Borer Tree Planting grant from the
Michigan DNR). Our development of
a street tree inventory has improved
our ability to respond to resident
requests as well as better manage
our tree population.
www.urban-forestry.com

The October landscape in Adrian’s Comstock Park

One of the great things about our
city organization is the willingness
of the other departments to listen
and take trees into account when
they plan projects. Every other week,
I’m able to meet with staff from
engineering and utilities departments, and we discuss upcoming
projects and how they may affect
each group’s area of responsibility.
In this manner we often can head
off problems before they occur. We
don’t always agree—but that’s ok.
The fact that a forester can go over
their concerns regarding a street
project or a water line replacement
is a step in the right direction.

What tree species are you
excited about working with?
RG: Some trees that are newer
for us that we’re trying are black
tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica), yellowwood
(Cladrastis lutea), and dawn redwood
(Metasequoia glyptostroboides). All
are performing quite well. The beautiful Carolina silverbell (Halesia carolina) has not demonstrated the cold
hardiness we’d hoped for, but I
haven’t given up on it.

Attention:

SMA Members
A Call For

Nominations
to the

SMA Board

@#
We have three

Board Seats
available and one
Vice-Presidency to fill.

@#
If you, or someone you know,
is interested taking an active
role in the SMA,
Please contact:

Rachel Barker
Nominations Chair
at: (334) 252-0644
or email: rachnrc@aol.com
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SMA Membership Application
Application for Membership in the SMA
Please completely fill out and mail this INVOICE with payment to:
Danielle N. Easton , Membership Coordinator
International Society of Arboriculture
P.O. Box 3129
Champaign, IL. 61826
1-888-472-8733 x205
deaston@isa-arbor.com
Tax I.D. No: 31-1020171. Please make your check payable to:
The Society of Municipal Arborists
Be sure to check which type of membership you are applying for.
Descriptions of memberships are listed below.
Types of Memberships (check one)
❐ Corporate ($140)
❐ Senior ($40)

Name

Organization

City

Albert Weisfuss

City of Monterey

MONTEREY

CA

Andrew W. Felix

Tree Tech Inc

FOXBORO

MA

Angel Spell

City of Post Falls

POST FALLS

ID

Christopher Clark

Village of Howard

GREEN BAY

WI

Christopher L. Myers

State

Montgomery County

ROCKVILLE

MD

Daniel A. Rogers

MISSOULA

MT

Danny W. Whaley

UPLAND

CA
CO

Darrin D. Scott

Town of Olathe

DELTA

David R Crump

Crump Construction LLC

TUSCALOOSA

AL

Douglas A. Wildman

Friends of the Urban Forest

SAN FRANCISCO

CA

Ed James Fagan

City of Brampton - Parks Maint. & Operations BRAMPTON

ON

Elaine Johnson

The City of Red Deer Parks

RED DEER

AB

Frances M. Waite

SC Forestry Commission

CHARLESTON

SC

BALTIMORE

MD

Hugo Lam

❐ Professional ($75)

Isobel Roy

Municipality of Anchorage

ANCHORAGE

AK

❐ Student ($40)

Janay Katherine Jeanis

City of Norman

NORMAN

OK

ROCHESTER

NY

List employees under the corporate membership at $25 each below.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Descriptions of Memberships
Professional – Persons actively engaged in municipal arboriculture or in related fields
such as: city forester, city arborist, shade tree commissioner, tree warden, or any persons officially in charge of city street or park tree planting and management, or their
assistants. Also, county, state, or federal employees who are charged with responsibility of assisting municipalities with arboriculture needs. Non-commercial people in
fields related to arboriculture, such as: landscape architects, scientists, and managers
of arboretums can apply. Annual dues are $75.00.
Senior – This subcategory of Professional membership includes retired municipal
arborists. Annual dues are $40.00.
Student – This subcategory of Professional membership includes full-time students of
a college or horticultural school, enrolled in arboriculture. Annual dues: $40.00.
Corporate – Membership for commercial companies representing products and services of the arboriculture field. Corporate members are entitled to one voting member,
and employees of the company are entitled to discount non-voting memberships at
$25 a year. Annual dues are $140.00.
Your Name: __________________________________________________________
City or Company: ______________________________________________________
Office Address: ________________________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Home Address if preferred: ______________________________ Zip + 4 __________
Phone: (

Welcome New Members!

) ______________________FAX: (

) _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________ City Population: __________________
Job title, or if student, your major:_________________________________________

Jerry M. Peterson
John Finnell

Village Hinsdale

HINSDALE

IL

John Howard

City of Owen Sound

OWEN SOUND

ON

John Stewart

City of Brampton

BRAMPTON

ON

Joy F. Anderson

Mississippi State University Extension

HERNANDO

MS

Katherine L. Regan

City of Milwaukee

BAY VIEW

WI

Keith R. Chucci

City of Dallas

DALLAS

TX

TOLEDO

OH
WV

Kenneth C. Yeager
Kevin B. Patton

American Electric Power

HARPER

Kreg Jenkins

City of Griffin

GRIFFIN

GA

Lisa A. Montana

Earth Tech Inc

NEW YORK

NY

Luke McCall

City of Richmond

RICHMOND

VA

Magrath Library

University of Minnesota

FALCON HEIGHTS

MN

Martin A. Martinez

City of Albuquerque

ALBUQUERQUE

NM

Michael G. Rushmer

City of West Allis-Forestry & Grounds

WEST ALLIS

WI

Michael J. Deluca

East Coast Right of Way Maintenance Inc

LABELLE

FL

Michael P. Michlig

City of Appleton

APPLETON

WI

Michael Stuart Wall

Wall Forestry Ltd.

DUNCAN

BC

Michael-Gerold Neumann

City of Roseville

ROSEVILLE

CA
OH

Mike Polinski

City of Bay Village Service Department

AVON

Myron Carlson

City of Manassas

MANASSAS

VA

KINGS PARK

NY

Peter C. Colgan, Jr.
Peter Harper

City of Vaughan

VAUGHAN

ON

Peter Holz

Town of Chapel Hill

CHAPEL HILL

NC

Richard C. Thompson

City of Corpus Christi

CORPUS CHRISTI

TX

Robert L. Shifflett

Montgomery County Maryland DPW & T

GAITHERSBURG

MD

Ronald E Hill

City of Alexandria

ALEXANDRIA

VA

S. K. Ganesan

National Parks Board

Singapore

SG

Scott G. Franz

City of Richmond

RICHMOND

VA

Shawn M. Nichols
Shirley M. Trier

Please make your check payable to: “The Society of Municipal Arborists”

Teresa Kluver

I, the undersigned, wish to apply for membership in the Society of Municipal Arborists. I
agree to observe all the rules of the Society and to participate as I am able in furthering its
objectives.

Thomas E. Deegan

Applicant’s Signature

Terran S. Arwood

Davey Resource Group
Woodland Tree Service

APOPKA

FL

JACKSONVILLE

FL

FALL CITY

WA

MEMPHIS

TN

SCOTTSDALE

AZ

Thomas R. Wells

City and County of Broomfield

BROOMFIELD

CO

Trina Dorrel Tucker

City of Detroit

DETROIT

MI

William H. Pfundheller

Natresco & Associates

ELIZABETHTOWN

PA

________________________________________________________ Date __________
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www.urban-forestry.com
What Is the Exchange Program?
SMA is offering an exchange program for municipal arborists located around the world. SMA and contributing sponsors will fund airfare
and basic expenses for professional exchanges within the next year,
which will take place in spring or summer of 2008. Each participant
will spend at least one week visiting and working with another city’s forestry department. An “exchange” may be “two-way,” meaning that paired
participants take turns hosting the other, or “one-way,” where a selected
participant only visits a willing host city identified and approved by SMA.

Why Sponsor an Exchange Program?
The purpose is to create a way for municipal arborists to exchange
urban forestry expertise, management ideas and technology through
“in-person” contact and on-site experience. What better way to find
out how other forestry practitioners operate than to spend time with
each other? We have much to learn from other programs in our own
countries and around the world, and we each have much to offer. Not
only will the program facilitate the transfer of knowledge, it will help foster
an international community of municipal arborists.

Who Can Apply?
A candidate must be a member of SMA. One can apply immediately upon joining. A candidate must be employed within the urban
forestry profession, preferably as a municipal arborist, for at least two
years. Knowledge of a second language is helpful but not essential,
although the application must be submitted in English. For a two-way
exchange, a chosen participant (or the host municipality) must be able to
provide lodging for the visiting participant (private homes are encouraged).
The willingness to host a visiting municipal arborist increases the chance of
being selected.

How Will Selections Be Made?
Two-way exchange pairings will be made by our selection committee on a “best match” basis. The number of participants will depend
on available funding. Selected participants will most likely be from cities
of similar size and climate, and speak a shared language. Ideally, each
forestry program will have or do something that the other can learn from
– a unique or exemplary program, site condition, problem, etc. The selection committee will consider if an applicant wishes to have an exchange with
someone from a preferred city, country, or region. Municipal arborists from
communities participating in the Sister City International Program that propose
an exchange with a sister city are especially encouraged to apply. One-way
exchange selections will be based on the applicant’s programmatic needs and
the potential for a viable learning experience.

Municipal Arborist
www.urban-forestry.com

Exchange Program

apply on-line!

What Is Required?
Participants will spend at least one full
work week with the host city’s forestry
department or arborist. Each participant will be required to write an article
for the SMA journal City Trees about
what he or she learned and experienced for the interest of the SMA
membership.

What Is the Deadline?
All applications must be received by
September 26, 2008. The timeframe
for the exchanges will be determined
by the participants with the assistance
of the SMA program coordinators.

Thanks to 2008 sponsors
We thank all who participated in the silent
auction at the 2007 SMA Conference
in Asheville for their sponsorship of the
2008 Exchange program.

How Do I Apply?
Join SMA and obtain the application on-line at:
www.urban-forestry.com
Mail applications to:
Society of Municipal Arborists
c/o Douglas Still
Roger Williams Park, Dalrymple
Boathouse
1000 Elmwood Avenue
Providence, RI 02905
Or fax them to: (401) 941-5920
Applications (or any questions) can also
be sent by email to dstill@providenceri.
com. Note that due to City spam filters, you may have to send your application twice. Answers must be clearly
numbered, with none omitted, and all
application instructions followed.
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An Eye on Washington
by Derek Vannice, Utility Arborist Assocation Executive Director

ISA Annual Conference on July 27-30th in St. Louis. This
year we will have speakers from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), the ANSI A-300 Committee, Bureau
of Land Management (BLM), USDA Forest Service, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and a state regulatory agency. It is amazing how many of these groups are now
interested in what we do. The best part of the story is the fact
that when we show them what we do, they become some of our
best allies.
Utility Arborists have always had to deal with federal requirements, especially when it comes to transmission line vegetation management. Federal agencies like the Environmental
Protection Agency have always impacted our industry. Over the
past five years, their reach has expanded. We all know about
the blackout and how it has affected our industry. The Utility
Arborist Association committees have been working hard to
stay abreast of what is happening at the federal level and how it
is impacting our industry.
The best way to explain how the utility industry is being
affected is to take a look at the tentative program for our annual
UAA meeting (www.utilityarborist.org) taking place during the
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Certainly, we have our share of problems with these organizations. We must do a better job of communicating with them.
We must make sure they understand our needs and that our
ultimate objectives are, in many cases, the same as theirs. UAA
is continuing to educate these groups by having them speak
at our annual meetings so that they can meet with our members face to face. We are also planning for our second trip to
Washington D.C. to meet with FERC, NERC, and possibly the
Department of Energy.
As UAA continues to grow and obtain more resources, we will
become a stronger voice for our profession.

City Trees

The American Society of Consulting Arborists ( A S C A ) is the industry’s only
professional resource focusing entirely on the needs of consulting arborists. You’ll ﬁnd
yourself looking to us time and time again to:
■

■

■
■

Enhance Your Skills through our Consulting Academy, Annual Conference, seminars and
other educational opportunities.
Earn or Maintain Your RCA, the industry’s highest professional designation—Registered
Consulting Arborist.
Access Valuable Resources, such as publications, industry updates, referrals, discounts and more.
Find Reliable Referrals. Our membership provides an invaluable pool of consulting arborists
to casually consult through our listserv or hire on a permanent or contract basis.

ASCA is not the only
organization of which I’m a
member. It’s just the one of
which I’m most proud.
— KAY SICHENEDER, City of Ann Arbor, Michigan

Whether you’re interested in building a consulting career or just looking to interact
with other consultants, you won’t ﬁnd a better resource than ASCA. Join today at

www.asca-consultants.org or call 301.947.0483 and get all the answers.

The consultant’s consultant

www.urban-forestry.com
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Issues in ARBORICULTURE

Addition and Multiplication
by Phillip Rodbell, U.S. Forest Service

Few municipal arborists have sufficient staff and funding to
maintain all the public trees under their care let alone inventory, plan, and plant enough trees to stay ahead of mortality in
a given year. But that is exactly what they must do, and more. If
our goal is to get to full stocking in the public realm and achieve
tree cover goals across all lands in our communities, we need
additional funds and we need to multiply ourselves to get the
job done.
The bottom line is that urban forest programs need more capacity if society wishes to maintain and enhance the benefits they
receive from trees and forests, including energy conservation, carbon reduction, improved public health, and storm mitigation.
Funding must be additive—above what is necessary to plant
and care for the current stock of trees. When we apply for a
grant, for example, if it only replaces what we usually spend,
the funding agencies and organizations are not getting what
they want—action above and beyond current levels—and the
public’s money is not being leveraged. This has been a common
problem with state and federal grants. Applicants wish to cover
current costs of operation rather than augment their work on
the ground. This is not how progress is made.
As we set goals to expand tree cover and street tree stocking,
we should account for current levels (baseline) and commit
only to tracking “additionality.” This concept of additionality
came out of discussions on carbon offsets during the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in Kyoto
(1997) regarding emissions of greenhouse gasses. In the Kyoto
Protocols, carbon offsets must be over and above what would
have occurred without starting a project.

Million Trees NYC (www.milliontreesnyc.org) is a campaign that
demonstrates additionality and multiplication, an initiative worthy
of replication. Photo: Phillip Rodbell

residents a career ladder into the industry. Hiring them permanently in our organizations is preferable, but much of our work
is seasonal and often contracted. Keeping the contracts local
helps build a sustainable industry close to home.

Municipal arborists should be arguing for sufficient local government funding to plant and maintain the current stock of
public trees each year, including consideration of a solid five
percent mortality rate. In my view, funding agencies and organizations should expect that communities sustain this investment
as a prerequisite of new project funding. This is the only way
that we will expand tree cover and all associated benefits.

Also to achieve our goals we will need the nonprofit sector
to help us plant trees on private property. There will never be
enough trees in the public realm in our cities to offset the carbon produced by a growing population. We need trees to shade
homes and businesses, cool down air conditioners, and block
winter winds. We also need green roofs and low impact development practices installed to capture and slow storm water. These
are practices that can be fostered through progressive local government policies, but they must be implemented by residents
and private industry, including nonprofit organizations committed to more sustainable community development.

As we expand tree cover, we must multiply staffing to keep pace.
Multiplication begins with us as a professional society and must
include new “boots on the ground.” Based on current levels of
municipal funding, the majority of this multiplication will come
from the private, nonprofit, or commercial sectors. We need to
continually recruit and train community volunteers and give

We multiply ourselves across the landscape by welcoming other
agencies and organizations to join us in planting and caring for
trees where we cannot. This augments our own work and helps
us and these other partners achieve a mutual goal: a more resilient forest across all ownerships, contributing to higher quality
of life and environment in our cities and towns.
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klynnurseries.com
Visit our website
Sales Staff
Availability*
Hot List*
Klyn Catalog 2008*
Quote Form
Photo Gallery

Providers of progressive urban forestry
management services to a national client base.

E-mail addresses
About Us
Directions
*Contact us for user name and password

Did you know that the US Forest
Service shareware software STRATUM:

• can generate important
cost / benefit statistics that
inform your current program?
• is an important tool for
maintaining or garnering
increased budgets?

KLYN NURSERIES, Inc.
3322 SOUTH RIDGE RD. • P.O. BOX 343
PERRY, OHIO 44081

Natural Path can map and provide output reports from STRATUM for most
municipal tree inventory data in less
than one week. Make a difference.

TELEPHONE: (440) 259-3811
FAX: (440) 259-3338
1-800-860-8104

Natural Path Urban Forestry

Web Site: klynnurseries.com

www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

E-Mail: klyn@klynnurseries.com

(773) 699-7284

www.urban-forestry.com
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The LOHAS and the Lorax:

Communicating Effectively
by Susan Reisch, Urban & Community Forestry Coordinator, Georgia Forestry Commission

The LOHAS. LoWhat? LoWho? Do you mean
The Lorax by Dr. Seuss? The answer is no, but
maybe Dr. Seuss was on to something when the child
at the end of the story received the last remaining seed
to replant the forest. Can communication in today’s
world be made as simple as a children’s book? Can
one seed, given to the right person make a difference?
The answer is yes!
The LOHAS

A recent study of urban and urban interface audiences in Georgia
shows the LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) is
a consumer segment most likely to listen to messages about
urban trees and take action to spread them, much like the
Lorax.
This past year, the Georgia Forestry Commission, in partner- A ceremonial tree planting marked Georgia’s Statewide Arbor
Day held in Savannah. The event brought together local advoship with the Georgia Urban Forest Council, conducted a mar- cates, schools, media, and businesses. Georgia chooses a yearly
ket study into consumer insights about trees and tree benefits. statewide Arbor Day theme and coordinates statewide messages.
Headquartered in Atlanta, (r)evolution partners, a professional Photo: Kacey Ratterree
market research firm which maintains a client list including
Coca-Cola, Home Depot, Heineken, Delta and many other The LOHAS comprise 35 million U.S. consumers, represent a
top-tier corporations, was selected to design and implement the $209 billion market. They are dedicated to personal and planetary growth, are known to take action, buy green and socially
study. The researchers sought answers to questions including:
responsible products, support advocacy programs and socially
• What are general consumer trends and
responsible businesses, and press for greater sensitivity to issues
attitudes around forestry and environmental
and innovation from corporations. This marked segment is comissues?
prised of women, married individuals, baby boomers, non college
graduates, dual income/no kids or empty-nesters, people that
• Who is going to “lead the charge” and get our
have strong will with policy-makers, those influential with famimessage out to consumers?
lies and friends, and early-adopters ready to act environmentally.
• What do we want people to know about us and
Once the LOHAS audience was identified, subsequent research
the environment?
involved the development of a series of concept statements that
• How do we want to get our message out to
were presented to LOHAS consumer focus groups for evaluation.
the public?
The highest scoring concept statements were then refined and
The consumer segment most likely to be early “adopters” of tree formatted for an online survey of the broader Georgia populace.
benefit messages was identified and termed LOHAS because
they focus on health, fitness, the environment, personal devel- Messages that Resonate with the LOHAS
opment, sustainable living, and social justice. LOHAS consum- Early research analyzed the gap between consumer feelings and
ers will be the citizens who communicate urban forestry mes- consumer action. A key deliverable was to determine the most
sages to the rest of the public.
important benefits that trees provide to consumers.
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Local tree advocate and Savannah resident Kacey Ratterree (right) organized Georgia’s Statewide Arbor Day event and the Daffin Park
Centennial in 2007. She helps deliver coordinated messages about the benefits of trees to Savannah’s Mayor Pro Tem Edna Branch
Jackson (left). Photo: Georgia Forestry Commission.

The final analysis considered 15 separate data points for each
concept. The concept of “Create Your Legacy” resonated the
strongest among all consumers and scored highest in 14 of 15
data points. “Connection with the Environment” was the second
most motivating concept among non-Atlantans, while “You Can
Make a Difference” was the second most motivating concept
among non-Caucasians. One striking result showed that messaging should focus on the positive benefits of taking action, rather
that on the negative impacts of not taking action. Negatively
themed concepts rated very poorly among consumers.

segment through non-traditional Web-based venues such as
Facebook and MySpace.

(r)evolution partners has delivered a quality marketing product
that will enable Georgians to create their own legacy in our
ever-changing urban forests. But as Oregon Urban Forestry
Coordinator Paul Ries said in the November/December 2007
issue of City Trees, let’s build momentum behind urban forestry and adopt key messages. Picture the impact of reaching
the LOHAS consumer segment in each and every community,
nationwide, from Oregon to Georgia. Just like the Lorax, we
What do the results of this survey mean for urban forestry must take the lead where Dr. Seuss ended his story and conefforts in Georgia? Actually, the state of Georgia is already tinue to create our legacy.
in an ideal position to take advantage of this market study.
Sources/For More Information
The Georgia Urban Forest Council’s mission statement is “To
sustain Georgia’s green legacy by helping communities grow
LOHAS, www.lohas.com.
healthy trees.” In addition, the Council has formed a partnership with The Home Depot Foundation to provide tree plant“Understanding the LOHAS market,” Natural Marketing
ing grants to communities in Georgia through the Tree Legacy
Institute, www.nmisolutions.com, January 2007.
Grant Program.
The Georgia Forestry Commission is working with a professional media specialist to incorporate “Create Your Legacy” into
a long-range communications plan using key message points.
Opportunities also exist to reach the LOHAS marketing

www.urban-forestry.com

“Southern Region Urban Forestry Communications
Plan,” Southern Group of State Foresters (SGSF),
Urban Forestry Coordinators, and Communications
Chiefs, December 2007.
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New Trees for City Trees
by Hillary Barber, ISA Certified Arborist and Horticulturist, Bold Spring Nursery
Photos by Hillary Barber except where noted

A great thing about this profession is that we can say “I
love trees” and not feel corny. We also mean what we
say, because we do love trees, and we demonstrate this
in the many ways we attend to their needs (sometimes
demanding) and characteristics (sometimes frustrating).
Segments of the profession show their love by selecting,
breeding, and naming trees. For the people who do this
selecting, their love and care for their selected trees
borders on paternal. What follows is a few of the most
promising progeny.
Small Flowering Trees. This category of tree is the
glory of spring, and our ubiquitous native redbud (Cercis
canadensis) contains a glorious amount of genetic
diversity. For starters, flower color is not always the
typical lavender/mauve as seen on 100/100 trees
until the advent of ‘Appalachian Red’ with red flowers
and ‘Tennessee Pink’ with light pink flowers. The heartshaped leaves are typically a nice dark green, but ‘Hearts
of Gold’ surprises with yellow leaves. Lavender Twist®
has been described within the pages of City Trees, but it
deserves another mention to drive the genetic diversity
point home: it has an elegant weeping habit.
The genus Chionanthus boasts two new cultivars. This
is very exciting as there had previously been no selections, so having access to two worthy selections is a
dream. The first is ‘Tokyo Tower’ Chinese fringetree
(Chionanthus retusus). You may see it incorrectly listed
as ‘Ivory Tower’. It was recently brought back from Japan
where the parent tree is a tight column at 10 feet (3 m)
tall by 2 feet (.6 m) wide and it is forecast to mature
at 15-20 feet (4.5-6 m) tall by 3-4 feet (1 m) wide. The
second is ‘Emerald Knight’ gray-beard (Chionanthus virginicus). This tree is notable for its dark emerald green
leaves and because it has a treelike habit, rather than a
shrubby habit like the species often exhibits.
Shade Trees. Where would we be without these workhorses of the urban canopy for shade and fall color?
A new sugar maple (Acer saccharum) selected in the
extreme heat of the Deep South (Zone 8) offers a large
shady canopy in a region where sugar maples have been
scarce. The new selection is called Harvest Moon®, and
its orange fall color is another asset. Like with sugar
maple, heat tolerance for red maple (Acer rubrum) and
American elm (Ulmus americana) is also important. The
new RedpointeTM red maple has proven to be heat toler-
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ant in Zone 8. It too offers good fall color in the heat; in
this case, leaves turn dark red. Creole Queen®American
elm was selected because it evidenced a narrow habit
at maturity: 45 feet (14 m) tall by 15 feet (4.5 m) wide.
This selection was made outside of New Orleans, and
with such a provenance, heat tolerance is assured.
Japanese zelkova (Zelkova serrata) tenders more diversity than the previously incarnate round-headed forms.
Take for example ‘Musashino’, which is fastigiate, and
Gold Falls®, which grows upright in habit while allowing
the branches to weep. Both selections are ideal for
overhead spaces that only allow for 15-20 feet (4.5-6
m) of spread.
Two new, smaller (but nevertheless shady) shade trees
are in store for the urban forest. ‘Cornerstone’ European
hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) is a selection with a small
rounded head (25 x 25 feet or 7.5 x 7.5 m) and clean
dark green leaves. Oddly enough, this rounded form is
a novelty considering that the fastigiate clone is the predominate clone in the trade. A new trident maple called
Aeryn® (Acer buergerianum) offers dark green leaves,
vigor, and dependable, clonal consistency.
Evergreens. Evergreen trees and large shrubs are in
ever-increasing demand to shield us from undesirable
views: buildings, cars, dumpsters, and other too-near
animate or inanimate objects. ‘High Shoals’ is a new
Eastern redcedar (Juniperus virginiana) that retains its
dark green foliage color throughout the winter. There will
be no bronzing on this selection. Size is fairly typical at
30-35 feet (9-11 m) tall by 12-15 feet (4.5 m) wide, but
the foliage is denser than typical as it stays nice and
tight. Another selection that retains a nice green visage all year long is ‘Green Splendor’ arborvitae (Thuja
plicata). As it is a T. plicata selection, it displays good
shade tolerance. The habit is narrow for such a tall
growing tree, reaching 40-50 feet (12-15 m) and only
15-20 feet (4.5-6 m) wide.
Sweetbay magnolia (Magnolia virginiana) presents a
fully evergreen selection (at least as far north as Zone
6) in the new cultivar ‘Green Shadow’. It is grown with
single or multi trunks and either way, ‘Green Shadow’
is a personal favorite, as the medium green leaves with
silver undersides look great all year long.
City Trees

Ulmus americana Creole Queen® was
selected from outside New Orleans for its
heat tolerance and narrow habit.
Photo: Steve Sanchez

Carpinus betulus ‘Cornerstone’ is a
European hornbeam with a small rounded
habit and extra deep green leaves.

Magnolia virginiana ‘Green Shadow’ is
fully evergreen in Zone 6.

Not all redbuds (Cercis canadensis) have mauve flowers.
‘Tennessee Pink’ has lighter colored blooms.

Acer saccharum Harvest Moon® has improved heat tolerance
(Zone 8) and stunning orange fall color.

www.urban-forestry.com

Zelkova serrata Gold Falls® is an upright form of zelkova but still
has weeping branches.
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Milwaukee Forestry:

Mapping the Future for Emerald Ash Borer Readiness and Response Planning
by David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager, City of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Background
Since the discovery of Emerald Ash Borer
(EAB) in metropolitan Detroit in 2002 and
the recent detection of EAB 40 miles (64.4
km) south of Wisconsin’s border, the City
of Milwaukee has been working to develop
strategies that would best position the City
for the eventual arrival and management of
the “Green Menace.”

M

ilwaukee’s urban tree cover
(UTC) is still recovering
from the devastating loss of nearly
200,000 elm trees to Dutch Elm
Disease (DED) in the 60s and
70s. An American Forests Urban
Ecological Analysis conducted
in 1996 estimated Milwaukee’s
UTC at 16%; well short of a
Milwaukee is getting ready
U.S. Forest Service recommendfor EAB with all the tools at
ed goal of 40% for major U.S.
its disposal.
cities. A significant percentage
of replacement trees planted in most midwestern cities following the DED epidemic included various cultivars of white
and green ash, which are now in the sights of the Emerald Ash
Borer. Approximately 18% (36,000) of Milwaukee’s 200,000
street trees are ash. An estimated 145,000 ash trees on park and
school property, open space, natural areas, and private property
in the City of Milwaukee are also at risk.

Hyperspectral imaging technology will help Milwaukee and
other cities get ready for the Green Menace. Photo by David
Cappaert, Michigan State University, Bugwood.org from
invasive.org

a community-wide host inventory to at least quantify, if not specifically locate, ash trees at risk in the community. Far too many
states and municipalities impacted or threatened by EAB seem
content to allow the beetle to conduct this inventory for them as
trees become infested and doomed to an early afterlife of carbon
recycling.

Too often the focus of municipal arborists is limited to the
tree population under their jurisdiction. A highly destructive
pest such as EAB that knows no boundaries demands broader
consideration and planning. Will not each ash tree felled by the
Green Menace impact the entire community in multiple ways
beyond the costs and logistics associated with a sharp increase
in tree removals, wood waste handling, and canopy restoration?
Urban tree cover loss associated with EAB measurably increases
storm water flow, energy consumption, and water usage among
homeowners attempting to resuscitate their sun-parched lawns.
Additionally, carbon sequestration, airborne pollutant mitigation,
and property values in urban cities decrease with a loss in UTC.
Understanding these impacts and their associated costs to the
Wisconsin and other midwestern and northeastern states community can be very helpful in leveraging scarce municipal
threatened by EAB have the advantage of incorporating “les- funds from atypical partners such as water, storm water, electrical
sons learned” from Michigan and other infested states that have services, and waste management departments to help fund canolost millions of ash trees to EAB, plus the benefits of ongoing py mapping and other EAB readiness and response activities.
research on the biology, early detection, and management of this
highly elusive and destructive exotic pest. Some of the recurring Since 1986, over 20 exotic wood boring insects have been
recommendations heralded by infested states include: get your introduced into the United States, including EAB and Asian
head out of the sand because EAB is coming fast and furious; Longhorn Beetle (ALB). While most have proven to be much
inventory the ash street and park trees under your management less destructive than EAB or ALB, the reality is that world
jurisdiction; budget sufficient funds to remove the majority of commerce will continue to serve as a conduit for invasive speyour ash trees within a five-year time frame following initial cies introductions in major U.S. cities. To meet the challenges
detection; and plan for the large spike in wood waste handling posed by EAB and future invasive pests and diseases, municipal
arborists will need to be vigilant in identifying and implementthat will be generated by EAB-killed ash.
ing emergent technologies and strategies to assess and protect
Curiously absent from the recommendations is a call to conduct urban forest health.
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Milwaukee’s readiness and response plan for EAB includes five
major components: host inventory, early detection, forest health,
wood waste utilization, and reforestation. Each component in
Milwaukee’s strategy is mutually dependent upon the host inventory as the cornerstone, which is the primary focus of this article.

Milwaukee’s EAB Host Inventory

A comprehensive host inventory should be the foundation of
any comprehensive pest management strategy. Recent technological advances for urban forest management make the task
of inventorying urban tree populations in large urban cities
less formidable and more cost effective. The UFORE application included in the i-Tree software suite (www.itreetools.org)
provides municipal arborists with a highly cost effective tool
for assessing the structure (species composition, size, and condition), ecological function, and value of urban forests. This
information is needed to formulate sound management and
policy decisions governing invasive species management. More
advanced commercially available remote sensed technologies
such as Multispectral and Hyperspectral Imaging provide cost
effective methods for quantifying the percentage of UTC and
These images, for demonstration
purposes only, show 1) The original
hyperspectral CASI (Compact Airborne
Spectrographic Imager) image displayed in true color;

associated ecological benefits and species mapping, respectively.
Collectively, these technologies constitute significant new tools
for EAB readiness and response planning.
Milwaukee is pursuing a three-pronged strategy to inventory
its ash population. The forestry division will complete the final
phase of a multi-year street tree inventory in 2009. This inventory will identify the number, size distribution, condition, and
location of ash street trees at risk—information needed for
improved budget forecasting and for cost-benefit analysis of
various EAB management strategies.
During the summer of 2008, the forestry division will partner
with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources to conduct a UFORE analysis based on urban tree cover data from
over 200 ten-acre plots randomly distributed across the City’s
94 square miles (243 square km). The UFORE analysis will
provide a statistically accurate estimate of the number, size
distribution, and relative condition of ash trees in Milwaukee.
This information will be cross referenced with hardwood volume log and pulpwood tables for the Lake States to project the

2) An intermediary tree crown map,
produced using the spectral information
in the original image, showing only the
conifer tree crowns with the rest of the
background blacked-out;

3) The final product, a forest health
classification, based on the spectral
information. Dark green indicates most
vigorous health, red indicates a dead
or nearly-dead tree. Note that most
of the dead trees occur around the
cut-block and road-side. This gives an
indication of the effect of industrial disturbance on tree-health.

Images courtesy of ITRES, an Airborne Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Systems company based in Calgary, Alberta: www.itres.com

www.urban-forestry.com
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In infrared “false color” hyperspectral imagery,
chlorophyll is reflected as red. August 2005,
Kalamazoo, MI

These images demonstrate hyperspectral imaging (top), hyperspectral
exploitation (middle), and mapping results (bottom). Images courtesy of the
Galileo Group, www.galileo-gp.com
Relative tree health can be measured by differences in chlorophyll absorption bands. August
2005 Kalamazoo, MI
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From the Galileo Group Web site: “Hyperspectral imaging is an advanced
digital imaging process that non-invasively identifies unique spectral features
normally imperceptible to the unaided human eye.”
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amount of ash wood that would potentially be available for various wood utilization markets or otherwise impact Milwaukee’s
waste stream. Accurate wood waste estimates will also be useful
for determining the number, size, and location of ash marshalling yards needed. Additionally, as the Milwaukee Forestry
Division has code enforcement responsibilities to abate dead
and hazardous trees on private property within the city limits,
reliable estimates of the number of ash trees at risk will enable
the division to more accurately project inspection staff needs
and associated enforcement costs.
The third prong of Milwaukee’s host inventory and early
detection strategy seeks to apply the most advanced canopy
assessment and geospatial technology, including high-resolution
remote-sensed Multispectral and Hyperspectral Imaging (MSI
and HSI), in conjunction with GIS analytical tools, to geospatially map the location and condition of ash species in the city.
A geospatially mapped host inventory represents the frontier
for invasive species management and constitutes a significant
new tool needed for improved risk assessment, forest health
monitoring, early rapid detection, and management of invasive
species such as EAB.
Airborne HSI is an advanced digital infrared imaging process
that utilizes high-powered imaging sensors to collect unique
light (spectral) features from selected targets, such as particular
types of vegetation. HSI enables the identification of materials
based on their material composition by measuring and recording the unique spectral signature of materials as light is reflected
or absorbed. Each substance produces a unique spectrum, similar to a fingerprint.
Milwaukee’s planned HSI project is unique in that it utilizes
two-foot (61-cm) resolution Multispectral QuickBird Satellite
Imagery to develop a canopy base layer as a region of interest
for analyzing the HSI. MSI analysis provides a comprehensive measurement (extent and percentage) of UTC. As one
might assume, HSI is, well, hyper-sensitive to different spectral wavelengths reflected from ground features. Accordingly,
Hyperspectral target detection and accuracy can be further
refined when the tree canopy layer acts as a mask, meaning that
only areas within the canopy can be identified as ash locations.
HSI technology, coupled with MSI, provides a cost-effective
method for spatially mapping Milwaukee’s urban forest canopy
and identifying the location and relative size of all ash trees in
the City with 80% or better accuracy.
High-resolution remote sensed HSI also provides the foundation for new invasive species Best Management Practices
(BMP). The ability to overlay an orthorectified mosaic species
map on an existing GIS parcel map represents a powerful new
BMP application for invasive species detection and response
planning. An ash-detection GIS layer would enable state and
local survey personnel to specifically target property owners
with high ash concentrations for EAB inspections, monitoring,
control, and dissemination of outreach materials. A geospatial
ash inventory will also permit Milwaukee forest managers to
more accurately predict EAB movement in the city and intewww.urban-forestry.com

grate ash spatial distribution into various cost projection and
management scenarios. Additionally, increased public awareness
and outreach in neighborhoods with high-density ash populations will put more eyes on the ground where they are most
needed and increase the probability of early detection of new
EAB infestations.
An HSI host inventory coupled with MSI and analysis with the
American Forests CITYgreen software will allow the structural
and functional ecological service impacts associated with an
EAB infestation to be measured, including pre- and post-EAB
air quality, storm water, and energy-related canopy benefit
analyses. An ash species map will also enable Milwaukee to
better prepare for EAB by quantifying budget impacts and staffing requirements related to early rapid detection, monitoring,
treatment, removal, and reforestation. Positive identification of
stressed ash trees via remote sensed technology is also directly
applicable to expansive natural areas where extensive on-theground surveys may not be feasible to identify potential new
EAB infestations or areas of increased susceptibility.
Any community impacted or threatened by EAB can conduct
a UFORE analysis to assess the structure, function, and value
of ash at risk in support of an EAB readiness and response
plan. HSI technology can also be acquired and analyzed by a
variety of parties, including the U.S. Forest Service and private
contractors. Like many large technology driven projects, there
are significant economies of scale with unit costs decreasing proportionally as more area is analyzed. The cost savings will tend
to encourage better collaboration between federal, state, and
local agencies and help establish positive working relationships
for technology transfer throughout all U.S. states and Canadian
provinces that are threatened by EAB.
To effectively manage EAB and future pest and disease introductions, federal, state and local agencies will need to employ
the best available science, technology, and management strategies, and integrate the valuable lessons learned from communities that have forged the trail before us in search of a new
frontier. This journey must begin with a full assessment of the
resource at risk. You can bet your ash that those who seek an
easier trail or procrastinate in hopes of finding the elusive silver
bullet we all desire will likely find themselves traveling the well
trodden path of carbon recycling through the toll booth of carbon sequestration.
David B. Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager
Environmental Services, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(414) 286-3729, david.sivyer@milwaukee.gov
Credits:
ITRES (of course), as the provider of the technology and as
the provider of the data
Keiser & Assoc., project management and scientific data
Kalamazoo Nature Center, funding and end-client
Natural Resources, Water Division, funding
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Tree of Merit
Flamboyant (Delonix regia)

Royal poinciana, also known as flamboyant, blooms spectacularly
for several weeks in spring and summer. Photos by Jeff Shimonski

The brilliantly flowered Delonix regia is found throughout the
world’s tropical and subtropical cities where it is used as an
evergreen avenue or park tree. Flamboyant, or as it is called in
Florida, royal poinciana, has seasonal orange/red colored flowers; the flower color on individual trees runs the gamut from
a vivid red to a striking yellow. Endemic to Madagascar, it is
listed in the World Conservation Union Red List as Vulnerable.
There are approximately 20 species of Delonix.
Royal poinciana makes an excellent shade tree, 30-40 ft/9-12 m
tall with a much wider canopy when allowed to grow in full sun
without shade from larger trees or nearby buildings. Unlike many
tropical shade trees that do not allow much sunlight to filter
through the foliage, royal poinciana permits a lawn to grow underneath the canopy. In areas with a distinct dry season, the tree
sheds all of its foliage until the beginning of the rainy season.

The flower color on individual flamboyant trees can range from
red to yellow.

Mature Delonix regia in areas protected from wind can get quite
large, and I have observed many trees older than 20 to 30 years
with hollow trunks. The wood is soft and the branches can be
brittle, so when planting a young tree it is good to keep in mind
the eventual hazard potential. This species relocates easily with
proper root pruning and adequate irrigation. The bark is very
thin and tears off without warning, so take care when rigging
for relocation.

This tropical tree can be severely damaged or even killed by a
hard frost. It is very tolerant of salt and grows well in coastal
areas, thriving in either alkaline or acidic soil with good drainage
conditions. The root system in dryer areas will be shallow and
can spread well beyond the edge of the canopy.

Jeff Shimonski, Director of Horticulture,
Jungle Island, Miami, Florida

The fruit is a large, flat green bean, typical of the Fabaceae family. The distinctive hanging beans, which can be 2 ft/60 cm long,
dehisce when mature. This species is easy to propagate by seed
and some variation in flower color can be expected. I never had
any luck growing this tree from a cutting.

NOTE: Trees of Merit are not suitable for every climate and
site condition. Variations in regional performance will apply.
If you are using a Tree of Merit in your municipality, please
share your experience with it on the SMA Listserve.
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Mark Your Calendar!
October 12-15, 2008

SMA 44th Annual

Conference
and Trade Show
San Diego, California
at the Marriott
San Diego Mission Valley
Reservations:
Marriott (800) 228-9290 or
www.marriott.com
Check the SMA Web site
www.urban-forestry.com
for updates
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